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Summary 
This contribution describes an open source geospatial approach to modelling, visualising and 

understanding the complex patterns of aggregate origin destination commuter flows within Northern 

Ireland. It explores the existing problems with modelling such flows and proposes methods to analyse 

fully the population demographics of movement patterns. Such methods develop the use and potential 

of recently available programming libraries such as PySAL* and D3*.js which have the capacity to 

integrate, regionalise, visualise and analyse spatially at an advanced level. 

 
*PySAL Python Spatial Analysis Library © Copyright 2014-, PySAL Developers; 2009-13 Sergio Rey.  

*D3 Copyright 2015 Mike Bostock. 
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1. Current situation and history of commuter modelling 

 

This research outlines the main limitations of the use of current aggregate data for the analysis of 

commuting flows using the example of Northern Ireland.  Current aggregations available from census 

data at ward level vary greatly in size and internal commuting flows and are therefore a highly 

unsuitable geography for the basis of spatial interaction modelling and the understanding of 

commuting patterns based on socio-demographic population characteristics. This unsuitability was 

demonstrated by counter-intuitive results for rural parts of the province from research conducted by 

Lloyd, Shuttleworth & Catney in 2008 (Lloyd et al, 2008) and importantly demonstrate the 

susceptibility of flow data analysis to the effects of aggregation and zone structure. Figure 1 and 2 

show the variation in ward sizes and proportions of internal commuters for the Belfast area. 

 

  
Figure 1 Variation in Ward Sizes NI                 Figure 2 Internal Commuters for Belfast Wards 

http://bost.ocks.org/mike/


 

2. Research aims 

 

This research aims to create data driven functional regions to investigate population variables which 

influence patterns of movement. Such methodology investigates interactions at regional and local 

scales, efficiently displays voluminous flows and patterns and demonstrates applicability to a wider 

academic, census and industry setting. The research aims to base the spatial interaction modelling of 

origin – destination data on fit for purpose aggregations and seeks to utilise the interaction data from 

the 1991, 2001 and 2011 census of Northern Ireland to serve as a case study to model methods, 

theories and outcomes which are applicable to national levels and further types of interaction data. 

Why Northern Ireland? Issues of segregation, gender and religion feature heavily within the province. 

Are these related to observed commuting patterns? The ability to properly model these issues through 

open source developing methods are important for understanding and evaluation and are 

demonstrated through the presentation of custom maps, scripts and statistics. The use of Northern 

Irish flow data provides a good regional level case study to demonstrate the importance of 

understanding the nature of flow networks on future smart planning for the province and beyond. 

 

 

3. An Open Source GIS Approach 

 

Creating regionalization geographies of consistent internal flows for modelling, visualising 

voluminous and complex data flows, and regression modelling of population characteristics can only 

be attempted by a move to open source developments and adaptation. Python libraries in particular 

PySAL provide an invaluable platform to custom create a maximum number of zones with consistent 

commuter flows. It also provides a structure to investigate and customise the spatial interaction 

modelling of flows based on newly created geographies of consistency.  QGIS offers a customisable 

platform for clear visualization of bulk directional movements. R programming provides a flexible 

structure to model interactions and demographics.  

 

 

4. Development and Findings to Date  

 

4.1. Regionalisation 

 

This clustering element of the research involves the creation of regions of consistency in terms of the 

number of internal commuters – those people who live and work within the same region. This 

element is based on the customised development of the maxp algorithm within the PySAL library as 

shown by the python scripts in Figure 3 & 4. Figure 5 illustrates a test regionalisation output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 & 4 – python script to create functional data driven regions. 



 

Figure 5 Test Created Regions Run based on regionalisation 

Figure 6 Illustration of the levels of religious segregation within Northern Ireland 

 

4.2. Spatial Interaction Modelling 

 

 
Figure 7 – Poisson Regression for a test set of created regions 

 

 

Spatial interaction modelling is utilised to evaluate the patterns between volume of flows and the 

underlying socio-economic tendencies of the origin and destination zones (Lloyd et al, 2011). The 

level of segregation is significant for a large proportion of wards within the province, as illustrated in 

figure 6. Figure 7 illustrates the initial findings for a local Poisson regression for a set of created 

regions from the regionalisation process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.3. Geovisualization 

 

 

Figure 8 - Raster density of Belfast area flows Figure 9 – Open source QGIS visualisation 

 

Geovisualization of flow data is an important aspect which compliments the regionalisation and 

spatial interaction process. It is important for the effective display of results and to simplify the 

understanding and analysis of inherently voluminous data. Geovisualization is facilitated through the 

adoption of open source libraries such as D3 and also open source software such as QGIS. Figure 8 

and 9 represent the geovisualizations of voluminous flow data using QGIS. 

 

5. Summary  

 

The presentation will show the fundamentals of how open source core geospatial libraries can 

evaluate and explore the spatial patterns of complex interaction data. This understanding impacts on 

city and local planning, social cohesion and community wellbeing.  

The three strands of this research – Regionalization, Geovisualization and Spatial Interaction 

Modelling – are vital to understanding population flows and only possible through an adoption and 

development of open source methodologies. The methods presented are largely applicable to any 

aggregate analysis of interaction data - commuting, migration, and travel and consumer patterns. The 

use of both python and new or improved regionalization and visualization methods are being actively 

applied to the study of lifestyle data (Folch & Spielman 2014). 
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